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Module 8 Let us fly!
SPEAKING
	Discuss the airport navigation

Speak about future aviation trends with your peers

LISTENING
	Listen to a lecture on the basics of flight
	Listen to a pilot clarifying the fears of flying


READING
	Read about different kinds of flying machines
	Read a pilot’s answers to FAQ about flying
	Read a paragraph on the history of aviation
	Read about the extreme testing of airplanes


WRITING
	Write about various flying machines
	Write about the Russian aviation pioneers


VIDEO CONTENT
	How do airplanes fly?

Pilot helps with your fear of flying
	Top 10 commercial airplanes

How airplanes are made
Solar Impulse 2

Grammar
the infinitive
	the infinitive of purpose
	the to-infinitive and the zero infinitive
	verbs with ing or to

Word formation: 
suffixes –WARD(S)/ WISE

Essential vocabulary
altitude n
carbon fibre phr
(be) concerned adj 
cut down v
entire adj
failure n
fault, n
fuselage, n
hover, v
incredible, adj
jet, n
kick off, v
land, v
load, n
maintain, v
operate, v
pull, v
push, v
range, n
release, v
remote, adj
rise, v
sophisticated, adj
spin, v
supersonic, adj
take off, v
take-off, n
tend, v
utilize, v
wind tunnel
withstand, v
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Lesson 1 How things fly

1 Which flying machine is which? Note: there is one name without a corresponding image. Can you draw it?

blimp/ glider/ hang glider/ jetpack/ jumbo jet/ hot air balloon/ helicopter/ propeller plane

Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó jetpack
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a
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó glider
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b
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó helicopter
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c
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó hot air balloon
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d

Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó jumbo jet
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e
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó blimp
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f
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó hang glider
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g

2 Watch the video ‘How do Airplanes Fly?’ and label the diagram.
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3 Translate the terms into English.
подъемная сила
сила тяжести
давление
аэродинамическое сопротивление
тяга
	равнодействующая сила





4 Read the texts and decide which flying machines from Ex. 1 stands for each symbol.

▲ is ____________;  ■ is ____________; 
● is ____________;   ♦ is ____________

▲s fly because of a very simple scientific principle: hot air rises. Hot air is buoyant (able to float), which means it rises and so won't fall out of the bottom of the ▲. The hot air will continue to rise, pushing the ▲ upward and keeping it afloat.
●s don’t have an engine. They need help to get up in the air but then it’s up to the wing design and the air flow to keep them flying. The wings keep the ● up in the air by creating lift so that its weight won’t pull it down. 
The basic principle on which a ■ works is Newton’s Third Law (every action has an equal and opposite reaction). The hot gas produced when fuel is burned in the combustion chamber shoots downwards, which in turn produces an upward thrust.
♦s also make air move over airfoils to generate lift, but instead of having their airfoils* in a single fixed wing, they have them built into their rotor blades, which spin around at high speed (roughly 500 RPM, revolutions per minute). A ♦ can take off or land vertically, hover or spin on the spot, or drift gently in any direction—and you can't do any of that in a conventional plane. 
   * airfoil – аэродинамический профиль

5 Match the pictures with the verbs.

drift/ hover/ pull/ push/ rise/ spin/ take off
 Ð�Ð°Ñ�Ñ�Ð¸Ð½ÐºÐ¸ Ð¿Ð¾ Ð·Ð°Ð¿Ñ�Ð¾Ñ�Ñ� take off
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  Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó fidget spinner
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Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó push
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Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó pull
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Royalty-Free (RF) Boat Clipart Illustration by toonaday - Stock Sample #443745
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 Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó rise
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        a                  b             с                 d                  e                 f                     g

6 Fill in the gaps with the verbs from Ex.5.

To                 means to leave surface; to begin flight.
To ________ means to stay in place while in the air.
To                  means to turn repeatedly.
To ________ means to move slowly on water, wind, etc.
To                  means to move upward.


7 Look at the suffixes for manner and direction and translate the adverbs.
-WARD(s) – направление в пространстве или времени
Upward; forward; backwards; homeward; afterwards; inward 
-WISE
Clockwise; counterclockwise; lengthwise

8 To learn about how a quadcopter flies fill in the gaps with the suitable words.
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Quadcopters, also called quadrotors, use rotors for propulsion and control. The blades spin and push air down. The faster the rotors spin, the greater the lift/ thrust, and vice-versa.
A quadrotor can do three things in the vertical plane: hover/ drift, climb, or descend*. To hover, the net** thrust of the four rotors pulling/ pushing the quadcopter up must be equal to the gravity force pulling/ pushing it down. Easy. So what about moving up/ down, which pilots call climbing? Just increase the thrust/ drag of the four rotors so that there is a non-zero upward force that is greater than the weight. Descending requires doing the exact opposite: Simply decrease the rotor thrust so the net force is upward/ downward.
*descend – go down
**net = total 

9 Read the text in Ex.8 again and fill in the gaps in the statements.

Quadcopters are lifted and propelled by __________.
_______ thrust is gross (total) thrust minus drag.
The aviation term for upward motion is _____________.

10 *Work in pairs and complete the task.
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Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: A
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Explain to a five-year old why this plane won’t fly. 
Explain to someone from the 19th century why you won’t be able to fly in this invention.
Explain to the inventor of this aircraft why it won’t fly (or will fly for a very short time).

GRAMMAR

To fly has always been the humans’ dream.
A helicopter can take off or land vertically.
The hot air will continue to rise.
The aircraft make air move over airfoils to generate lift.
To descend you need to decrease the rotor speed.
Gliders need help to get up in the air.

INFINITIVE 

All the underlined forms are examples of the infinitive. It is the base form of the English verb.
The most common form is the present infinitive. It is the verb form that you find in the dictionary. There are other forms of the infinitive: the perfect infinitive, the continuous infinitive, the perfect continuous infinitive and the passive infinitive.

11 Identify the forms of the infinitives given below. 

A) to have flown; b) to be spinning; c) to be pushed; d) to have been flying; e) to be pushing; f) to have risen; g) to be raised; h) to be rising; i) to have been spinning; j) to be propelled; k) to have pulled.
	the Perfect infinitive: a) to have flown; 
	the Continuous infinitive;
	the Perfect Continuous infinitive
	the Passive infinitive

The negative infinitive is formed by adding NOT in front of the infinitive:
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Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó not to be used
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12 Fill in the gaps in the sentences containing the negative infinitive.

	10 reasons why you should not buy a drone. = 10 reasons not to buy a drone
	This is an experience you must not miss. = This is an experience ____  ___ be missed. 

You cannot be blamed for this. = You are ____  ___ blame for this.
This label cannot be sold separately. = This label is ____  ___ be _____ separately.
	Confidential. Do not copy or distribute without written permission. 
= Not ___  be  __________ or _________ without written permission.
THE INFINITIVE OF PURPOSE

One of the most frequent uses of the to-infinitive is the infinitive of purpose.
To-infinitive = “in order to” or “so as to”

The aircraft make the air move over airfoils (in order) to generate lift.
(In order) to descend you need to decrease the rotor speed.
Gliders need help (so as) to get up in the air.

13 Fill in the gaps with the infinitives of purpose to create a manual for flying.

to create// to fly // to keep // to overcome

In order _______, you need to overcome our own weight.
___________ gravity, you need to create an upward force called lift.
___________ lift, you need to generate thrust for forward motion.
__________ moving, you need to overcome the resistance of the air—a force called drag.

14 Find the sentences where ‘to fly’ denotes purpose

To fly an airplane has always been a dream of mine. 
To fly an airplane you need a pilot’s license. 
Who would not like to fly on holidays in a private jet? 
	Civilians were given a chance to fly in a fighter jet.
	Hilly areas are the best spots to fly a hang glider.
	You must concentrate really hard to fly a helicopter.
	Hot air ballooning is the safest way to fly.
	Their ambition was to fly around the world in a solar-powered aircraft.



15 Fill in the missing information about the famous firsts in aviation.
________________ were the first to fly a powered airplane.
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	Thomas Selfridge was the first to __________________ in 1908.

_______________ was the first pilot to fly a loop (see picture). 
	Igor Sikorsky was the first to build and fly ____________________ in 1913.
Chuck Yeager was the first human to break ________________in 1947
	The Soviet-designed Tupolev Tu-144 was the first airliner to reach ___________on June 5, 1969.
	Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones were the first to fly non-stop around the Earth in a _____________ in 1999.
Borschberg and Piccard were the first to travel around the world in a piloted fixed-wing aircraft using only _____________. 

16 *Who were the famous firsts in the Russian aviation history? Do some research and write your own sentences using the structure “to be the first to do something”.

Ð�Ð¾Ñ�Ð¾Ð¶ÐµÐµ Ð¸Ð·Ð¾Ð±Ñ�Ð°Ð¶ÐµÐ½Ð¸Ðµ
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Module 8 Lesson 2                                                                              Welcome aboard!
17 Find the odd one out in each group
1
spin
turn
set
2
push
pull
press
3
take off
leave
land
4
rise
climb
descend 
5
drift
float
drop
6
pull
press
draw
7
hover
descend
stay

18 Which sign will you follow…

	to show your passport and get your boarding-pass 

to declare your diamonds and millions
to finally board your plane
to get your luggage (maybe)
to look for your luggage if did not appear on the carousel
to travel inside the country without crossing the border
to take another flight from the same airport 
to see if your Granny’s flight from Miami is on time or delayed ?
a. Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó domestic departures
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bÎïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó check-in
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с Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó gates airport
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f.  Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó baggage claim
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d. Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Ïîõîæåå èçîáðàæåíèå
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e. Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó customs
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g. Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó connecting flights
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h.Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó international arrivals
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19 Find the English equivalents for the words and phrases below.

Рейс; транзитный рейс; рейс задержан; рейс по расписанию; багаж; багажная лента; выдача багажа; посадочный талон; выход на посадку; таможня; регистрация на рейс; пересечь границу; внутренний рейс.

20 In pairs discuss these questions.

Do have a fear of flying? If yes, what particularly are you afraid of?
How often do you fly? What was your longest flight?
What do you enjoy most about flying? What do you find the most annoying?

21 Look at some of the frequently asked questions about flying. Can you answer any of them?
Are pilots allowed to eat and play music during the flight?
	Can turbulence make a plane crash?
Is it possible for a plane’s engine to ‘stall’ (stop working) mid air?
Is it possible for someone to open the door while in the air?
	Is it safer to fly in the day or in the night?
	What happens if a plane gets struck by lightning?
	What will happen if you leave a mobile phone on during take-off?
	Why do commercial airplanes fly at 36,000 feet (11,000 km)?


22 Match the questions from Ex. 21 to the answers given by a pilot. 


be concerned about – беспокоиться о
sophisticated сложный
plug пробка, затычка
release сбросить, отпустить
remote – отдаленный
withstand выдерживать
maintain обслуживать, поддерживать
incredible невероятный
fault неисправность 
failure отказ 
altitude высота
fare плата за проезд
landing посадка
air traffic control авиадиспетчер(ы)  



(1) ___________________________________?
In reality, there is nothing to be concerned about. Aircraft control systems are so sophisticated now, that they would not cause any interference. The regulations (rules) date back many years to when we didn’t even have things like iPads. The laws are starting to be relaxed - you can now use your devices in flight safety mode - and I think we’ll see more changes over the next few years.

(2) ___________________________________? 
No, absolutely not. The aircraft is pressurized and the doors are what we call ‘plug doors’, which prevents them from being opened until the pressure is released.

(3) ___________________________________?
No, the possibility is incredibly remote. Turbulence causes discomfort, much like driving down a road with lots of potholes does, but it is not dangerous or unsafe. An aircraft is built to withstand several times the force of turbulence you are ever likely to experience.

(4) _____________________________________?
That’s an extremely remote possibility because the amount of care and attention that goes into maintaining an engine is incredible. Most pilots are unlikely to ever experience a technical fault with their aircraft in their entire flying career, let alone an engine failure.

(5) _____________________________________?
One of the central reasons behind aircraft altitude is that, as the air gets thinner with every foot climbed, planes can travel more easily and therefore move faster and burn less fuel, which is good for the environment and allows us to keep fares low for our customers. The “sweet spot” of flying is regarded as between 35,000 and 42,000 feet (11,000 and 13,000 m).

(6) ______________________________________?
During take-off and landing it is a very sterile environment with no non-essential conversation. You are entirely focused on flying the aircraft. If you are on a longer flight, it gets a bit more relaxed once you’re in the air but there’s still a lot of monitoring to be done and various checks, plus you’ve got air traffic control talking to you, so you’re never sitting there with your iPod on.
(7) ______________________________________ ? 
There’s absolutely no difference.
23 Fill in the gaps in the sentences with words from Ex. 22.

We all know the most dangerous parts of a flight are take-off and _____.
	_________is essential to ensure that the aircraft operates safely and smoothly.
The highest __________ of an average helicopter is 2500 metres.
The secret to getting the lowest ______ is to fly when others are not flying
You can claim compensation for a flight delayed because of a technical ______.
	Even in the event of an engine _______, an aircraft can keep its critical electrical systems running.
Aircraft are built to ________ being struck by lightning.
Weather radars are used to avoid storms, so the chance of being hit by lightning is _____.
24 Watch the video “Pilot Helps with Your Fear of Flying” and mark the order in which the pilot speaks about these things. Which two things are not mentioned?

Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó flight attendant trolley
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a
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó fasten seat belts sign
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b
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó airplane banking
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c
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó wings at take off
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d
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó airplane simulator
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e
Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Îïèñàíèå: Ïîõîæåå èçîáðàæåíèå
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f

25 Fill in the gaps with the information from the video.

Captain Steven Allright has a flying experience of more than 24 years and _____ hours. He created a ________ to help people overcome their fear of flying. He assures that pilots are highly trained: they have to take tests every ________. He feels it is necessary to explain simple things that can make you anxious. For example, a wing will change its shape and make strange sounds for _______ and _______. The wing is also the most important part of the aircraft, not the engines. An airplane could glide _________________ even without engines. An aircraft turns by banking its wings at the _______________, though the angle may seem greater to you sitting inside the plane.

GRAMMAR: THE TO-INFINITIVE AND THE ZERO INFINITIVE

TO

TO

want/ wish/ agree/ expect/ fail/ decide/ help/ learn, promise/ tend/ try to_a______________

be to/ have to/ ought to ___________

to be + adjective + to ___________

ask/ explain/ forget/ know/ show/ tell/ understand + where/ how/ what/ who + to __________________

* be made/ be let/ be seen (in the passive the to-infinitive is used) to________________________
help (more common without to) ____

can/ may/ must/ shall/ will/ should/ would_________________________

had better/ would rather _________

make*/ let* ____________________

see*/ hear*/ feel* _______________

why ______________

26 Identify the infinitive in each sentence and match the examples to the rules in the table.
Airplane cabin noise levels tend to be higher during takeoff.
	It is safe to fly during turbulence.
The flight attendant explained what to do in case of emergency.
	The flight attendant helped me fit my bags into the overhead compartment.
	The passengers must fasten their seat belts when the sign is on.
The pilot is to take a training course every six months.
	The plane was seen to land.
Turbulence cannot make a plane crash.
We watched the planes take off and land.
	Why waste money if we can fly with a low-cost airline?
	You had better do everything the crew asks you to.

27 Find the five sentences in this exercise that contain mistakes.

1. Two pilots let a 10-year-old boy to fly a commercial jet plane.
2. We felt the plane to lift off.
3. In the airport café, you can sit and watch airplanes to land and take off.
4. The pilot was heard to say: “Roger”.
5. The flight attendant explained to what do in emergency.
6. In our survey we ask you about the aircraft you would rather to fly.
7. Preparing early will help you know what to expect.


28 Decide which form to use: the to-infinitive or the zero infinitive.

FEAR OF FLYING: EASY WAYS TO COPE

Know what to expect. For many fearful fliers, learning the basics of how airplanes work can (to) alleviate their anxiety. For instance, understanding how a plane can (to) continue (to) fly even if an engine fails (to) operate can help you (to) feel less worried that your aircraft may (to) malfunction. 
Don’t rush. Try (to) get to the airport before your flight is (to) depart. Racing to the gate and worrying about missing your plane will only make your anxiety (to) grow.
Familiarize yourself with your plane. Getting (to) know what your plane looks like can (to) make it (to) seem a little less scary. 
Meet the crew. If there’s time before your flight, ask (to) meet the pilot of your plane. Or spend some time chatting with a flight attendant. Often, getting (to) meet the folks who hold your safety in their hands can make the plane (to) seem like a friendlier environment. 
Think positive. In the days leading up to your flight, it’s easy (to) let the anxiety (to) build. Instead, try (to) focus on more positive things — like all the fun things you will (to) do once you reach your destination.
Tune in. Bring an MP3 player, phone or tablet with soothing music (to) help (to) get you into a peaceful frame of mind.

29 Match the tips in Ex. 28 to the headings: 

BEFORE THE TRIP
AT THE AIRPORT 
ON THE PLANE

30 *Discuss the questions in pairs or small groups.
How does flying make you feel? 
	Would you rather go by car or by train than fly?
	What helps you feel less nervous during the flight?
Do you know what to do in an emergency? Give an example of an emergency situation and your possible actions.
Which of the tips offered are you ready to follow?
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Module 8 Lesson 3                                                    The Past and the Present
31 Find the odd one out.
	be concerned/ be contained/ be worried
	fare/ prize/ price/ 
	failure/ fault/ flow
	sophisticated/ complex/ elementary
	release/ capture/ free

surrender/ withstand/ resist
unbelievable/ incredible/ increment
altitude/ height/ attitude
maintain/ terminate/ conserve
	remote/ probable/ unlikely

32 Order the historic aircraft in the order of appearance. Read the text and check.
1783_Montgolfier_Balloon.jpg
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Leonardo da Vinci: ornithopter
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1799_Cayley_Airplane.JPG
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1905-Wright-Flyer-III-above-Huffman-Prairie_242.jpg
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a		b				c			d
The dream of flying is as old as mankind itself. However, the concept of the airplane has only been around for two centuries. Before that time, people tried to navigate the air by imitating the birds. They built wings to strap onto their arm or machines with flapping wings called ornithopters. Flight was realized initially with a hot air balloon in 1783, but while this type of travel was amusing, it wasn’t great for getting places with the rider at the mercy of wind direction. Then, Sir George Cayel created the first glider that flew with a man on board, but gliders were difficult to control and weren’t able to travel long distances.
Orville and Wilbur Wright brothers continued working on gliders and finally invented one that could be piloted while it was in the air. A pilot would be able to direct where the airplane was going and at what height. The Wright brothers officially became the first team to fly an airplane with a pilot in December, 1903. The first flight lasted for 12 seconds and was a distance of 123 feet. 

33 What are these planes famous for? Discuss in small groups.

Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó concorde supersonic boom
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   Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó tu 144
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   Ôîòî ñàìîëåòà Airbus A380 êîìïàíèè Air France
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   Êàðòèíêè ïî çàïðîñó sukhoi superjet 100
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What other famous airplanes do you know?

34 Match the words in bold with their synonyms.

range 
kick off
utilize
phase out
cut down
distance
end 
	reduce
	start
use

35 Fill in the gaps with the words from Ex. 34.

a) This plane is __________d by many popular airlines.
b) This plane __________ composite materials in its structure.
c) Composite materials help ____________ the planes’ weight.
d) Because of many technical faults, these planes were __________ of commercial use.
e) This new plane ___________ the era of commercial flying.
f) The maximal total _______ is the maximum distance an aircraft can fly between takeoff and landing.

36 Watch the first part of the video ‘Top 10 commercial airplanes’ (0:00 – 3:37) and match the airplanes to their descriptions.

10 Douglas DC 3

	had serious flaws in its design.

9 De Havilland DH 106 Comet

	is the most modern plane in this ranking

8 Airbus A320 & A340

	was the first commercially successful jet liner

7 Boeing 787

	kicked off the age of air travelling 

6 Boeing 707

	was used in World War II




37 Watch the second part of the video ‘Top 10 commercial airplanes’ (from 3:38) and fill in the gaps in the statements.

___________ has composite materials in its structure.
___________ is the largest passenger plane.
___________ is the most widely used airplane.
___________ stopped flying in 2003.
___________was the first jumbo jet.
___________was the first to be designed mainly using CAD.

38 In pairs discuss the following questions:

What is your opinion of this ranking?
Which commercial planes would you add to the list?
If you were to shorten the list to Top 5, which planes would be there?

GRAMMAR: ING or TO?

39 Choose the correct verb form in each sentence. Formulate the rule.

New aircraft technologies promise to reduce/ reducing the cost of air travel.
Transatlantic flights tend to fly/ flying closer to North Pole.
I enjoy to travel/ travelling by plane.
He kept to use/ using his phone during the flight.
I don’t mind to sit/ sitting in the aisle seat
The airplane began to descend/ descending.

There is no rule 
you have to memorize or look it up in the dictionary if a verb is followed by TO or -ING.

Verb + to infinitive

AFFORD	ENCOURAGE	GET	OFFER	TEND
AGREE	EXPECT	HOPE	PRETEND	TRY
ASK	FAIL	INTEND	PROMISE	WANT
DECIDE	FORCE	MANAGE	REFUSE 	WOULD LIKE


Verb + - ing

ADMIT	DISLIKE	FINISH	MIND	PRACTISE
AVOID	ENJOY	GIVE UP	KEEP	RISK
CONSIDER	FEEL LIKE	INVOLVE	CAN’T HELP	SUGGEST

If a verb is followed by a preposition, it needs an –ing form of the verb 
E.G. You can’t learn English without making mistakes.

Verb + to infinitive OR –ing  BEGIN, START, CONTINUE

40 Translate the verbs and sort them into the categories.

+ to infinitive	+ ing 	+ to or + ing

Бросать; быть против; влечь за собой; иметь тенденцию; избегать; отказываться; предлагать; признавать; принуждать; притворяться; продолжать; просить; решать; рассматривать; ожидать; намереваться

41 Fill in the gaps with the verbs in the appropriate form. Note: there are 2 extra verbs

Agree/ ask/ begin/ can’t help/ decide/ fail/ keep/ manage/ pretend/ promise/ refuse/ start/ try 
	My girlfriend and I were on a budget so we considered flying with a low-cost airline.
	Thankfully, we _________ to arrive at the airport in time.
	Unfortunately, I ________ to check in online and our seats were in different rows.

We ________the flight attendant to let us sit together.
The flight attendant ___________to help us because it was against the airline’s policy.
My girlfriend ________to be sick and I ________complaining loudly.
Other passengers ________ to interfere but we ignored them and ______ making noise.
Suddenly the plane _______ shaking uncontrollably.
I __________ crying and praying.
I __________ to myself never to fly again.
42 Answer the questions. Read the text in Ex. 43 and check your answers
Why do aircraft manufacturers attempt to break the plane’s wings?
Why do aircraft manufacturers conduct tests in different climatic zones?
How dead chickens are used in aircraft tests?
	Why carbon fiber planes are covered with a layer of metal? 
43 Use the correct form of the verbs in brackets

EXTREME TESTING OF AIRPLANES
load нагрузка
cannon пушка 
encounter встретить 
In the last 10 years, the testing methods have seen major changes– both on the ground and in computer simulations intended to minimize the number of hours testing planes in flight.
Accidents of the past encouraged aircraft designers  (bring in)  more and more safety features into new aircraft at the design stage, long before they started  (carry)  passengers.
To see how the wings and fuselage would behave under both normal and exceptional loads during their life, manufacturers perform so-called “static tests.” The final test involves (get)  the aircraft wings  (snap)  – this helps  (find out)  their breaking point.
Collisions even with small birds can cause an engine  (stall)  or  (explode) . To ensure that engines continue  (operate)  even after a bird strike, engine manufacturers throw dead birds into test engines on the ground with a so-called “chicken gun”– a large-diameter, compressed-air cannon.
To make sure that engines, systems and materials keep  (work)  properly under extremely hot temperatures and at high altitude, manufacturers test aircraft in intense heat and freezing conditions. These trials are intended  (validate)  full functionality of the engines, systems, materials and to ensure that the passengers, are always in a comfortable environment
Wind tunnels allow manufacturers  (test)  all phases of flight – including extreme conditions. The Research Aerodynamics Icing Tunnel allows Boeing  (simulate)  many kinds of rain, ice and cloud conditions that airplanes might encounter.
One of the most cutting-edge ways of testing modern planes involves  (build)  the key systems of the aircraft on the ground and then  (test)  these systems digitally.
On average, a plane gets  (be hit)  by lightning about once a year. Traditional aluminium planes are usually able  (continue)  their journey safely – the high electrical conductivity of aluminium allows it  (dissipate)  the electricity through the aircraft structure quickly without  (cause ) any damage. But next-generation aircraft are built from new materials, such as carbon fibre, which tend  (have)  much lower electrical conductivity than aluminium. These materials need  (be protected)  against lightning strike. It is usually done by  (add)  a thin layer of metal. The problem is that it adds weight. Researchers are trying  (find)  other solutions to protect systems against strikes, which will maintain safety levels and avoid  (add)  weight.

44 Make word combinations using the words from the left-hand and the right-hand boxes.

carbon/ electrical/ compressed/ comfortable/ exceptional/ breaking/ safety/ wind

conductivity/ features/ environment/ air/ loads/ fibre/ tunnel/ point/

45 *Fill in the gaps with the word combinations from Ex. 44.

The purpose of testing aircraft on the ground is reducing the number of in-flight tests. Based on the experience of the past crashes, the designers add extra ________ ________ to prevent potential problems. Static tests are meant to estimate the _______ ________ for the wings and fuselage as a result of loads during the flight. To estimate the potential damage from bird strikes, engineers use large _________ ______ guns. Aviation manufacturer also conduct hot and cold tests to ensure proper functioning of the systems and ____________ ___________ for the passengers. Flying conditions can be simulated in ________ _________ and ground testing facilities. To protect modern ________ _______ aircraft from lighting strikes, new solutions are needed because the metal coating added to increase __________ _________ also increases the aircraft weight.
46 *Watch the video about how airplanes are made and choose the correct option.
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	The video takes you on a tour around the Boeing/ Airbus facility.
	Engineers and designers develop the aircraft and its manufacturing/ testing process.
	Aerodynamics of every part is tested separately/ in flight.
	There are over two/ three million parts.

The wings and fuselage are made out of carbon/ glass fibre composites.
	The last part to install is the landing gear/ engine.
	The facility can produce ten/ two airplanes a month.
	Every single part of the manufacture process has its own expert/ office.
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Module 8 Lesson 4                                                                Revolution in the Skies

47 How will future aircraft be different from what we have today?
Brainstorm this question in small groups. Use the prompts below to sum up your brainstorming results.
We think (that)
We believe (that)
We suppose (that)
We are not absolutely sure but 
future aircraft …
future airplanes 
future planes 
will
won’t
must (not)
might (not)
be
be able to
look
have
…
48 Look at the photos. What future concept does this plane represent? What do you know about this project?
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49 Watch the video about Solar Impulse 2 and correct mistakes in the text below

Solar Impulse 2 boasts the wingspan of a Boeing 777, and weighs just like a truck. It is covered in heat-insulating panels. The plane flies at a speed of about 500 mph and is very easy to control. The goal is to fly as high as possible. The cockpit is as spacious as a limousine. The pilots Borschberg and Piccard use yoga, self-hypnosis and meditation to endure days in the air without losing their minds. This airplane demonstrates the future of aviation. The pilots believe that in 50 years’ time commercial solar powered planes will appear.

50 Work in groups of three. Choose one text to read and discuss these questions.

STUDENT A
The drive to increase fuel efficiency and improve the aerodynamic performance of new aircraft is leading designers to move away from using aluminium in airframes. Instead today's latest planes like Boeing's 787 Dreamliner and Airbus's A350 rely on lightweight carbon fibre composites. The key to a composite material like carbon fibre is that it is incredibly strong for its weight. Composites mean that manufacturers can get a good surface finish on components to optimise their aerodynamic performance.
Using these kinds of materials is also opening up other potential savings. An A380 super-jumbo, for instance, has about six million parts – but in future this could be cut down considerably. Manufacturing time also will shorten, saving money.
Crucially for aircraft manufacturers, carbon fibre components are lighter than similar parts made of aluminium. Each kilogramme cut means a saving of roughly $1m in costs over the lifetime of an aircraft – and the use of such composites can reduce the weight of an aircraft by up to 20%. Currently, Boeing's latest plane, the 787 Dreamliner uses composites for half of its airframe including the fuselage and wing, while Airbus's A350 XWB has both its fuselage and wings made of carbon fibre. 
The great advantage of using carbon fibre as opposed to traditional metal is that it gives aircraft designers much more freedom when trying to combine the demands of aerodynamic efficiency, fuel savings and reducing engine noise.
Airbus recently presented its own proposals for an airliner of the future - and it too moves away from the traditional narrow tube-like fuselage. Instead, its 2050 concept plane has a fatter fuselage, which is curved and shaped to improve airflow and to provide more internal space. Its wings are longer and slimmer to reduce drag and save on fuel. The tail section is U-shaped, which acts as a shield, cutting down on engine noise. The engines themselves will have become more reliable, so ground crew will need to access them less frequently for maintenance. ( 2,027 characters) https://www.bbc.com/news/business-25833264" https://www.bbc.com/news/business-25833264
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What technology is presented in the text? 
What companies are involved?
What problem is this trend trying to solve? 
What will be the main changes?
How viable (practical) is this trend?

STUDENT B
Commercial airliners haven’t broken the sound barrier since the Concorde was retired in 2003. But now some aerospace firms hope to start a new era of supersonic air travel. 
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Boom Supersonic plans to build 1,451-mile-per-hour planes that would be able to make the trip from New York to London in 3 hours and 15 minutes starting in 2023 To do this, and to make their plane commercially practical, they believe several things are fundamental: getting the right number of seats (55 instead of Concorde’s 128); improving fuel economy; huge reductions in noise (‘turbo fans’ replace ‘after-burners’ making it 60% quieter); faster research and development thanks to software innovations (from 6 months in a wind tunnel down to 30 minutes on a computer) and improved construction methods and materials – carbon fibre and 3D printing. 
Other firms aren’t content with supersonic flight. They’re designing so-called hypersonic aircraft capable of flying five times the speed of sound, or around 3,800 miles per hour. These ultra-fast planes would likely first be used by the military for strike and reconnaissance missions. But experts say hypersonic technology could make its way into commercial jets. It would then be possible to fly anywhere on Earth in under three hours.
Boeing unveiled a new design at a conference in Orlando, Florida. At low speeds for takeoff and landing, the sleek plane would be powered by a turbine engine, like a regular commercial plane. But for the main portion of flights, it would switch over to an engine called a dual-mode ramjet* that can only operate at speeds above Mach 3. Flying at such high speeds creates an incredible amount of friction, so a hypersonic aircraft would have to be made out of heat-resistant materials such as a nickel alloy. 
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You’d be traveling at 90,000 to 100,000 feet. That’s much higher than today’s airliners, which typically fly at altitudes around 35,000 feet. To strengthen the fuselage, the plane might substitute virtual windows for real ones. Cameras mounted on the plane’s exterior would feed video to the virtual windows. (2,077 characters) https://www.nbcnews.com/
*ramjet прямоточный реактивный двигатель
What technology is presented in the text? 
What companies are involved?
What problem is this trend trying to solve? 
What will be the main changes?
How viable (practical) is this trend?

STUDENT C
Major industry players, research organizations and entrepreneurs are working on several possible paths to make commercial electric flying a reality within a few years. Here are some of the most promising initiatives in the field:
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Vahana. A product of A³, Airbus' Silicon Valley arm, Vahana is an unmanned electrical aircraft designed to move a passenger or small cargo within the confines of a city. Its appearance is straight out of a science-fiction film. The passenger module nestles between two parallel wings, one above and one below, each holding four engines. Its vertical take-off and landing capabilities make it possible to fly from building to building. 
NASA's X-57 Maxwell  uses the distributed propulsion provided by 14 electrical motors, all of them integrated into a specially designed high wing. The X-57 has a dozen small, electric "high-lift motors" that accelerate airflow over the wing. This extra airflow will provide more lift at slower speeds, allowing the plane to take off on a normal runway. Once the X-57 gains altitude and velocity, the 12 lift motors shut down and the propellers fold back into a more aerodynamic position. The actual propulsion of the craft will come from two larger electrically-driven propellers mounted on the tips of each wing. The goal of the X-57 program is to demonstrate a 500% increase in high-speed cruise efficiency, zero in-flight carbon emissions, and flight that is much quieter for the community on the ground.
Pipistrel Alpha Electro may not have the eccentric looks of other electric aircraft designs but, unlike them, this modest Slovenian-made two-seater has already reached production stage and is market-ready. Powered by a 60-kilowatt electric engine developed by Siemens, the Alpha Electro can stay airborne for about an hour. Not a long time, but more than enough for the training flights it was designed for. The Alpha Electro, which costs $129,800, and recharges its batteries the same way as a mobile phone, could significantly reduce the costs of initial pilot training. (2,042 characters) https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/electric-aircraft/index.html
What technology is presented in the text?
What companies are involved?
What problem is this trend trying to solve? 
What will be the main changes?
How viable (practical) is this trend?


CONSOLIDATION

1 Translate the phrases and sentences using the Active vocabulary and grammar

Весь фюзеляж
Взлет и посадка
Выдерживать невероятные нагрузки
*Высота сброса
Выталкивать вперед
Дальнемагистральный самолет 
Зависать в воздухе
использовать композиты в конструкции
Использовать сложные технологии
Использовать углеволокно
Испытания в аэродинамической трубе
Конструкционная неисправность
Крутиться по часовой стрелке
Невероятная высота полета
Отдаленная возможность
Подниматься в воздух
Принцип работы
Рабочая высота
Реактивный двигатель
Сбой (отказ) двигателя
Сбросить давление
Сверхзвуковая скорость
Сложная процедура
Снизить затраты
Техническая неисправность
Тянуть назад

Этот самолет

- начал новую эру авиастроения
- может работать на сверхзвуковых скоростях
- прост в обслуживании
- был первым, где использовались композиционные материалы.
2 Choose the correct form in each case.
One factor that is making people worry/ to worry/ worrying is precisely what is meant protect/ to protect/ protecting them: safety procedures at airports and on board. Because of anti-terrorism measures at airports some of us are made think/ to think/ thinking of criminals who want blow/ to blow/ blowing planes up, and safety videos before departure remind us that crashes do happen. So those prone (likely) to panic may wish avoid/ to avoid/ avoiding  watch/ to watch/ watching the safety video, but that’s a mistake. One approach suggests read/ to read/ reading books on self-coping mechanisms, another involves visit/ to visit/ visiting a doctor. You may only need one visit, but if you ignore it, it tends not go/ to go/ going away.

3 Match the two halves of the sentences.

	Today’s airplanes tend …

Becoming a pilot involves …
When you arrive at the airport, expect 
The aircraft industry is prepared 
The early aircraft manufacturers managed 
The aviation pioneers never gave up …
	The first rule of flying a quadcopter is not

	to kick off the new era of transportation.
	perfecting their designs.
	to be bigger and more fuel-efficient.
	to fly it near power lines
	to spend a lot of time in queues
	investing both your time and money.
	to meet the customers’ demands.


4 Answer the questions using the infinitive of purpose.
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	What does a helicopter need to fly?

Can gliders get up into the air without help?
What do drones and helicopters have in common? 
What is the operating principle of a jetpack?
How do you fly a kite? 

5 Write a paragraph on the optimal design of a future aircraft. Begin as follows: 

Planes of the future are going to be radically different from the aircraft of today. The main difference will lie in ….
6 Watch the video about planes of the future 



AVIATION VOCABULARY

ace летчик-ас
aft хвостовая часть
afterburner форсажная камера сгорания
aileron элерон, руль крена
airfoil аэродинамический профиль
airship летательный аппарат легче воздуха с мотором; дирижабль
aisle проход между рядами кресел
altimeter альтиметр, указатель высоты
amphibian гидросамолет
autogiro (autogyro) гироплан
ballooning воздухоплавание
bank разворот (с креном)
bay отсек (фюзеляжа)
biplane биплан
blimp дирижабля мягкой системы, аэростат
buoyancy плавучесть
cabin салон самолета
canard переднее горизонтальное оперение
cargo груз, грузовой отсек
carousel багажная лента
ceiling максимальная высота (полета)
chopper вертолет
climb набор высоты
cockpit кабина пилота
control tower диспетчерская вышка
crew экипаж 
deicing обработка противообледенительной жидкостью
dirigible дирижабль жесткой системы
drag аэродинамическое сопротивление
elevator руль высоты
flap закрылок
flight attendant бортпроводник
flight recorder бортовой самописец
fuselage фюзеляж
G-force перегрузка, сила инерции
glider планер 
gyroscope гироскоп
hangar ангар
hang glider дельтаплан
haul протяженность пути( long-/ short-haul дальне-/ ближнемагистральный)
hypersonic гиперзвуковой (> 5 M)
Mach number число М
jetbridge (jetway) телескопический трап
landing gear шасси 
layover пересадка
lift подъемная сила
lift-off отрыв самолета от земли
nozzle сопло
pitch тангаж 
roll крен
rudder руль управления
runway взлетно-посадочная полоса
sonic boom сверхзвуковой хлопок
streamlined обтекаемой формы
subsonic дозвуковой  (< 0,8 M)
supersonic сверхзвуковой (1,3–5 М)
tail хвост
taxi, v рулить, выруливать
throttle рычаг дросселя
thrust тяга 
torque крутящий момент
transonic (transonic) околозвуковой (0,8-1,3 М)
turbofan engine турбовентиляторный двигатель
turbojet турбореактивный двигатель
vapor trail конденсационный след
VTOL (vertical takeoff and landing) aircraft вертикальный взлет и посадка
winglet концевое крылышко 
yaw рысканье 

